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This seven-book sequence is a user's consultant to finding Earth's continents and the
international locations of the world. youngsters will research that greater than 2 hundred million
years ago, North America all continents all started as a part of Pangaea, a supercontinent that
broke as much as shape seven continents. they're going to collect map-reading abilities by way
of studying the instructions during which longitude and range strains point, the place the equator

is, and what the top meridian is. the ultimate bankruptcy in every one ebook contains a scientist,
concerning the continent, with specialties that variety from dinosaurs to the research of
volcanoes. North the US is a continent of many typical wonders. It has the longest beach of any
continent on the planet at 190,000 miles, together with the island of Greenland and the
Caribbean islands. It has of the world's significant mountain ranges: the Appalachians within the
east and the Rocky Mountains within the west. North the US includes all types of weather on
Earth, from frozen tundra to tropical wetlands. It has sunny seashores and arid deserts. It
includes 23 countries, together with Canada, the second one greatest kingdom in zone on
Earth, the United States, and Mexico.
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